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Property owner’s autonomous organization (POAO) is a new style organization 
in the developing process of modern flat of urban housing and realty management. 
With the rapid development of real estate and housing commercially, the function of 
POAO mainly lies in separated owner of construction maintaining the joint realty 
right with setting up group relationship. On September 1,2003, the State Council  
enacted Regulation on Realty Management which regulated the right and duty of 
owner、property owner’s general meeting、property owner’s committee, Though still 
slided over an important problem—the legal personality of POAO. POAO in china 
could not fulfill its functions effectively to protect the joint realty rights and interests. 
This article, which based on material situation of china, comparing with different legal 
characters of management group of separate ownership in all countries, assumed 
perfecting POAO or reforming POAO with the theory of the separated ownership of 
construction in our current legal frame.     
This essay mainly is consisted of preface, main body and conclusion, among 
which the main body is composed of the following four chapters. 
Chapter one introduces some basic concepts about POAO and analyzes the main 
right system of property owner’s autonomous management group in virtue of Property 
owner’s autonomous management. 
Chapter two is the keystone of the essay. Fist of all, we construed the power 
system and growing uptrend of POAO in different period and different phases starting 
from the evolvement of Chinese relevant legislative regulation of POAO; then, 
according to the Regulation on Realty Management, it defined owner’s general 
meeting as power department、property owner’s committee as the executing agency of 
owner’s general meeting, which brought on the controversy about its legal personality. 
According to different opinions about the legal personality of property owner’s 
committee from scholars and different regulation in the material area, the article 
brought forward that law should endow the party qualification to property owner’s 
committee. 














legal nature of management group of separated ownership of construction and 
legislative trend on legal nature of management group, which provided useful 
reference to our legislation in this problem. 
Chapter Four Combining with the provision of management group of separated 
ownership of construction in the protocol of property Right Act, advanced the 
rebuilding plan and the legal personality pattern to the power system of Chapter Four 
basing on the existing foundation; meanwhile, it also formed the imagination about 
reforming Chinese POAO on base of the theory of the identity of the ownership of a 
building. 
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